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In shades of coral poppies come to
life and dance in joy. Sleeping pillows
are available in queen and king sizes.
Matching decorative pillows are
20"X20". MRA-113-2030/MRA-113-
2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 5"

Oncidium orchids pose in grace in a
honey dew garden showing vibrant
shades of gold. MRA-112-2030/MRA-
112-2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 5"

Serene shades of peach draw the
warmth of the spring and summer
season. Begin to dream poetically.
MRA-110-2030/MRA-110-2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 5"

Adorable finches play in a sage
garden. The shades of green are
subtle in a tranquil English garden.
MRA-107-2030/MRA107-2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 5"

Fragrant orchids are displayed on a
backdrop of minty greens. Embrace
the whimsey and beauty of the arts
and crafts movement. MRA-106-
2030/MRA-106-2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 5"

Hydrangeas pose in delight in this
wild English garden. MRA-103-2030/
MRA-103-2222
H: 22" x W: 22" x D: 5"

An enchanting night sky, a group of
birds at play. Bring the whimsey of
nature inside and begin the poetry of
sleep. MRA-098-2030/MRA-098-
2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 6"

Prima Peonies with trumpet vines in
cool shades of lavender and blue.
Begin your journey of living poetically.
MRA-100-2030/MRA-100-2222
H: 20" x W: 20" x D: 5"

http://www.fonts.com/BannerScript/PublishersUsedFont/f12542c6-4f5a-4a83-aa24-7170e0ec7e94
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Inspired by great works of art, David Lee created Poetic Pillow with a desire for creating beautiful and meaningful living spaces. 
Poetic Pillow leverages innovations in fabric printing to incorporate classic and new art into home design and décor. Each product begins as an
endeavor to identify specific and special motifs to aesthetically transform any space. Poetic Pillow reinterprets each art work into a fabric format
using hues, colors, and layouts with a thoughtful design focus. Each design is transferred onto high quality fabric, hand finished with care, and
inspected for quality.
Poetic Pillow works with artists and artisans around the globe to curate a designer friendly collection suitable for any home.
Through fine bedding, pillows, throws, draperies and fabrics, Poetic Pillow shares its motto of living poetically.
As a social enterprise, Poetic Pillow focuses on three philanthropic missions: support arts education, foster mental health initiatives, and
diminish the environmental impact of the home decor industry. Begin living Poetically today. 

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
Please contact this exhibitor for access to hi-res images.

PRESS RELEASES
2023-03-07 - Poetic Pillow - A New Journey Awaits

2022-09-29 - Poetic Pillow - So Much To Show You At High Point!

2022-03-01 - Poetic Pillow - Dramatic Flair in the Bedroom

2021-10-01 - Poetic Pillow - Live Poetically

http://highpointmarket.org/helpers/download-file.ashx?pressid=9490
http://highpointmarket.org/helpers/download-file.ashx?pressid=9348
http://highpointmarket.org/helpers/download-file.ashx?pressid=9095
http://highpointmarket.org/helpers/download-file.ashx?pressid=9096

